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Presentation Notes
--Hunt emailsLeft office in 2001 after 8 years in office—2nd go round (longest serving gov in NC history)Received the entire email server 6GBWith no tool, our governor’s papers archivist had to go through message by messageTook 1 ½ years--EMCAPNHPRC funded grantCollaboration with PA and KYGoal of moving email out of proprietary systems into open formatsworked with SI Archives to develop XML for email schemaArchivists’ Console to assist with processing of email—point at emails to have them “transformed” into XML schemabased on users tagging email messagesDeveloped training tools and website--Executive OrdersResult of Email Panel (Gov. Easley being sued by Press Association for destruction of email, purpose: to review public records law as it responds to email messages)Declares email connected to state business as public recordGives guidelines for state email useITS must copy executive branch email to backup tapes for minimum of 10 year retentionNCDCR responsible for employee training and working with State CIO to find software platform for email archivingEO 18 Gov Bev Perdue a few days later when she takes office: created email retention of 10 years, requires the implementation of an email archiving system--MimosaOn premesis storage of state serversLog that captured folder structure of the accountBought and sold multiple times before we were notified that the system would no longer be supportImage: La Florida—1584, State Archives of NC
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--Gov Pat McCrory has amended the executive order to reduce email retention to 5 years--State IT has recently become centralized; still figuring out what this means for us at the State Archives--With the discontinuation of support for Mimosa, Dept of Info Tech has begun moving to Office365, which includes cloud-based email archivingWith email archives no longer on premises, we are facing new challenges, such as how to transfer accounts, or how to maintain emails once an employee has left and the account is no longer activeCurrently testing ways to pull down email accounts from the cloud using Office365’s eDiscovery toolMigration has brought questions: corrupted items, mailboxes too big to migrateImage: Google Maps
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--grant project began in October 2015--3 year project--partnering with UT State Archives and Kansas State Historical society--create programs and tools that will help create an open source tool to assist state governments with the automation of  identifying and processing archival emails. --staff in NC will produce the tools, which will be tested by Utah and KansasOpportunity to test in variety of platforms and environmentsNC—moved to cloud with migration to Office 365comprehensive program for the scheduling, transferring, and preservation of electronic recordsdo not have a unified preservation solution, our current workflows are designed to be as closely in keeping with best practices as possibleInvestigating repository solutionsContinue to acquire and ingest electronic recordsPermanent emails extracted by DIT to .pst file and placed on external hard drives for transferDo not currently have online access tool for data, but are currently in the process of implementing AXAEM, which should help us investigate access solutionsUT—email through Gmail, with messages and accounts stored in the cloudImplemented AXAEM, and have built capabilities into program to ingest email connected to Gmail account to harvest contentUsers select and tag messages for harvestingEstablished workflows use AXAEM for the ingest of digital filesKS--state agencies determine which email system to use independently, moving toward implementing O365model for electronic records preservation is still being tested, with plans to secure funding for further development.assisted by our advisory group, which is made up of Cal Lee at UNC-Chapel Hill, Chris Prom from University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, and staff from the Library of VA. also reached out to staff members from the Smithsonian Institution Archives.
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First problem: what should be keptEmail is quick and easy to send—generates a huge amount of electronic correspondenceMessage by message is not viable—1 ½ years to process one governor’s email accountVA Time Kaine emails—2 yearsCan quickly add up and become a messImplementing NARA’s Capstone approachSenior officials designated by account level or email addressPositions that predominately create permanent records related to critical functions or policy decisionsHoping to create a workflow that will allow us to somewhat automate the selection and “tagging” of these capstone officials’ email accountsImages: http://www.historyextra.com/post; NARA
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Automated workflow requires that we build relationships outside of our teamno matter how automated the archiving of email accounts becomes, we will still depend on people including it as part of the workflow. Could not do it without the help of Gov Rec sectionDevelopment of forms based on NARA’s criteria for Capstone accountsCommunication and outreach to CROs and CIOsFielding questions from agenciesCreating tutorials on how to fill out the formsHelping to pull together the data received from agencies to communicate our needs to DITImage: SANC digital collections, Black Mountain College
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Help from external offices and departments in State GovernmentDITHow to “tag” emails, particularly during onboardingTraining and testing eDiscovery toolOSHRPosition number identificationCollaborating with DIT to find solutions to “tag” accounts to implement Capstone, or to alert DNCR and DIT when internal employees move into Capstone positionsHopefully will soon have hired a programmer to begin work on building the toolImage: SANC Digital Collections, STEM collection
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--Staff changesLike everyone, we are all busy and stretched thinLife happens, staff members change, new partners come in, others move on--IT changesDNCR had own IT department when grant was writtenThat staff has seen a lot of change in staff and structureNeed to educate new IT staff on what we are doing and Image: SANC, NC State Parks Collection
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--EMCAPProved that processing emails can workTechnology was already out of date by the end of the project, and our IT group could not commit the resources we needed to support the projectCan pull out parts of that project and tool to be reused. Archivists’ Console can be used to kick off automated normalization of .pst files--DArcMailTool from SmithsonianBreaks XML at regular intervals to keep the files from becoming too unwieldy.--additional question of processing email to make it applicableInvestigating and testing other tools that we may be able to build off of to create a tool specific to state govAll use NLP for processing, flagging PII, and assisting with appraisal decisionsImage: SANC digital collections



Image: Rebecca Goldman, Derangement and Description, 
https://derangementanddescription.wordpress.com/2009/10/07/more-
meme-less-process/ 
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So what do we hope will be the end result of all of the relationship building, testing, and research? a tool that utilizes natural language processing libraries specific to state government to assist in the arrangement and description of incoming archival email accounts. working with records analysts and processing archivists to assess their needs and develop in-house procedures for acquiring, appraising, and processing the emails, producing training materials for DITS and SANC employees who will be using the tools we produce The resulting product will allow archivists to take an MPLP approach to the arrangement and description of email, while still being able to identify and flag many materials that should be reviewed before being released. We hope that the tool will also provide a baseline for future projects to build against in creating applications for improved user access to email.In the end, we hope to create a product that is widely available to the field. publishing the open source tool and resulting documentation on GitHub. North Carolina will deliver documentary and video training materials via our online learning platform per executive orderalso create more generic training materials for inclusion in the CoSA PERTTS portal. We hope that these documents will help other archives across state government develop their own methods for the permanent preservation of electronic communication.Image: https://derangementanddescription.wordpress.com/2009/10/07/more-meme-less-process/ Rebecca Goldman



https://github.com/StateArchivesOfNorthCarolina

http://www.ncdcr.gov/tomes

https://github.com/StateArchivesOfNorthCarolina
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